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TimeSplines: Sketch-Based Authoring of Flexible and Idiosyncratic Timelines

Anna Offenwanger, Matthew Brehmer, Fanny Chevalier, and Theophanis Tsandilas

Fig. 1: TimeSplines allows people to sketch idiosyncratic timelines to document or reflect on their data. (a) Here, an example of a family timeline intertwined with a world history timeline. The author can choose from various tools (a2) to sketch and manipulate flexible temporal axes in the canvas (a1) while preserving the temporal integrity of the underlying event data (a3) through lazy data binding. TimeSplines offers the ability to sketch along a timeline through a lens view that shows a linear projection of its path (a4). Examples of visualizations created with timesplines include (b) the path of one author’s academic career, including event descriptions, mood data, and work hours data; (c) a compressed music listening timeline, showing counts of songs and the average release year of songs as a streamgraph, along with text and image annotations; and (d) the plot of the 1994 film Forrest Gump, featuring illustrative annotations and an inset timeline of historical events occurring prior to the birth of the titular character. For more examples, visit our interactive gallery at exsitu-projects.github.io/timesplines.

Abstract—Timelines are essential for visually communicating chronological narratives and reflecting on the personal and cultural significance of historical events. Existing visualization tools tend to support conventional linear representations, but fail to capture personal idiosyncratic conceptualizations of time. In response, we built TimeSplines, a visualization authoring tool that allows people to sketch multiple free-form temporal axes and populate them with heterogeneous, time-oriented data via incremental and lazy data binding. Authors can bend, compress, and expand temporal axes to emphasize or de-emphasize intervals based on their personal importance; they can also annotate the axes with text and figurative elements to convey contextual information. The results of two user studies show how people appropriate the concepts in TimeSplines to express their own conceptualization of time, while our curated gallery of images demonstrates the expressive potential of our approach.

Index Terms—Temporal Data, interaction design, communication / presentation, storytelling, sketch-based interface, lazy data binding.

1 INTRODUCTION

Timelines allow people to represent temporal data visually. They are used to tell stories [13, 61], to teach history [33], to identify temporal patterns [42], or to reflect on one’s own life [63]. Reflecting on and communicating with timelines can be challenging because many people have idiosyncratic and subjective mental models for time, ranging from “minimalist abstractions to complex symbolic forms” [64]. These mental models often blend simple geometric shapes with figurative and metaphorical elements: in the examples of Fig. 2, we see loops, spirals, disjoint line segments, and mnemonic doodles. Visualizing data along an idiosyncratic representation of time presents a challenge, particularly as many existing tools for creating timelines are rigid, representing time as a single straight line with a consistent chronological scale. As a consequence, many people still turn to illustration tools, from pen and paper to applications like Adobe Illustrator, but these tools do not retain any mappings to time-oriented data. Moreover, authors are compelled
to commit early to a specific layout or coordinate space because of “the cost in effort and time of manual encoding” [8]; with time-oriented data, this means committing to the shape of a temporal axis and its time scale. Experimentally plotting data along different shapes and scales would require great patience.

In practice, creative visualization often involves iterating between making representation choices, identifying and reflecting on the relative importance of visual patterns, and adding contextual annotation, a process that typically requires multiple tools [9]. Recent research projects [35, 52, 75] have been exploring the potential of integrating data visualization and manual illustration functionality within a common tool, accelerating this iterative process. However, prior research has yet to focus on the unique challenge of integrating the visualization of temporal data with expressive and idiosyncratic illustrations of time.

In this paper, we introduce TimeSplines, a tool for supporting rich, idiosyncratic visualization of time-oriented data. The design of this tool is grounded in three considerations that descend from a design space for communicating with timelines [13], a study on the use of timelines for personal reflection [61], and insights from the development of prior visualization authoring tools [54]. These considerations include providing affordances for flexibly representing and manipulating time, accommodating the incremental encoding of heterogeneous temporal data, and a palette of expressive multimodal annotation options. We describe a workflow in which sketch-based interaction performed on flexible temporal substrate supports idiosyncratic representations of time as well as annotation. This workflow employs lazy data binding, where graphical elements are first created and later bound to data [40], which allows authors to reference data from multiple sources.

We evaluated TimeSplines using three established methods [50]: a reproduction study with 12 participants to evaluate both the concept and the system’s usability and learnability, a free-form study with four participants to evaluate creative workflows, and a gallery of material produced with TimeSplines to demonstrate the expressive power of our approach. We found that participants were able to appropriate the concepts behind TimeSplines and express themselves in a variety of ways. We documented multiple workflows and use cases that included the mapping of spatiotemporal and periodic relationships, the use of metaphors to visualize historical fiction, and a reflection on journeys of personal growth and accomplishment. Finally, our gallery documents the expressive range of TimeSplines, encompassing various timeline shapes, manipulations of temporal scale, and approaches to annotation.

Our contributions are as follows: (1) a novel approach of sketch-based interaction on a flexible temporal substrate for supporting idiosyncratic timeline authoring, encapsulated in the TimeSplines application; and (2) results and reflections from a multi-pronged evaluation of TimeSplines, revealing opportunities for future explorations of how to effectively represent the compression and expansion of time while balancing readability, as well as how to broaden the role of annotation in sketch-based visualization design.

2 RELATED WORK

The design considerations underpinning TimeSplines are grounded in prior literature on temporal visualization as well as prior tools leveraging sketch-based interaction and lazy data-binding.

2.1 Timeline Visualization

Timelines have been used to visualize event sequences for hundreds of years [53]. Today, they are used in the analysis of health records [42, 74, 77], in history education [33], in storytelling [13], and in practices of self-reflection [22, 61] and therapy [7].

The varying shapes of time. Particularly when using timelines to communicate or reflect on time-oriented data, a familiar linear representation of time with a consistent chronological scale is not always desirable [13]. Cyclical, spiral, and calendar-based [70] representations of time are viable alternatives that “emphasize the cyclic character of time” [3]. Apart from these basic and symmetric shapes, the path of time through space can convey temporal relationships between quantitative values, such as in connected scatterplots [29], and time curves [5]. Kim et al.’s Story curves [34] can also result in unusual shapes for time, as these curves encode the relationship between chronological time and sequential narrative order in works of film or other media, explicitly showing non-linearity as well as the use of ellipsis or montage sequences to compress or elide intervals of time. Time can also assume unusual shapes when subsumed in the representation of spatial relationships, from route maps [2, 47] and long-distance flight paths [25] to egocentric maps of personal movement patterns [44] and multi-character storylines [60]. In each of these cases, the shape that time takes either observes a consistent and symmetric coordinate space or is bound to other non-temporal values, such as speed [47]. The prospect of unbounded shapes for time is comparatively under-explored.

Free-form shapes for time can also impart meaning through metaphorical or figurative mnemonic cues [69]; some are idiosyncratic to the point of being uniquely meaningful to whoever has drawn the timeline [31, 64]. Unusual timeline shapes appear frequently when people are asked to sketch their own personal perspective on time [28, 31, 64]. In one study, Thirty et al. [61] found that “an appearance of evenness, although desired, [is] incongruent with the way that events unfold over a lifetime.” This is unsurprising, as Snyder et al. [58] describe how “experiences of time vary depending on contextual factors. They are not always perceived, remembered, or interpreted as linear; they can be abstract, and they can draw heavily on social and cultural metaphors.” A linear conceptualization of time can also be a major obstacle for some individuals; for instance, Snyder et al. reported how those suffering from bipolar disorder struggled to draw a timeline that extends linearly into the future, opting instead for “virtual geometries that did not have such explicit beginnings, middles, or ends.” Egocentric time perception is also affected by factors including cultural trends [26, 68] and the availability bias, which places greater significance to recent events [67].

Binding data to time. When plotting data along a representation of time, flexibility is necessary for authors to “emphasize what [one] subjectively considers important to communicate and share in the data” [46] and accommodate the annotations, captions, and images that contextualize this data [13]. Unfortunately, programmatic data visualizations often entail rigid rectilinear coordinate spaces containing consistent, symmetric, and often polygonal representations of data, along with consistent scale mappings. In previous research in the context of personal data, timelines are constrained to a single linear representation of time, such as in the Timeline Collaborations project for parental leave planning [10]. Our work therefore responds to the call for “visual techniques [that] accommodate the completeness of story elements and shape flexibility” [1]. While individual visualization projects have been used to tell personal stories with creative timeline shapes [19, 46, 62], it is difficult to achieve these results without a programming background, so they remain “the privilege” of programmers [46]. Interactive computer-supported authoring options are needed to support these use cases, and TimeSplines aims to fill this gap.

Tool support for non-linear representations. While prior surveys [3, 13] list many interactive visualization and analysis tools capable of producing linear timelines, there are fewer tools that visualize time-oriented data around circles or spirals, and fewer still that support the use of free-form shapes. Timeline Storyteller [14] is rare in this capacity, but even it reinforces a consistent scale along a free-form sequential axis, as well as a consistent representation when multiple timelines appear within the same canvas. Other interactive visualization tools for time series analysis offer the ability to expand and compress temporal axes or zoom in on specific intervals. Kronominer [78] supports compressing or expressing sections of time in a pop-out ring view on a circular axis. Similarly, TimeNotes [71] and Chronolenses [79] support an interactive focus plus content display of time series at diverse temporal granularities. Our work takes inspiration from these systems by allowing visualization authors to easily stretch and compress time along free-form axis shapes within a sketch-based interface.

2.2 Sketch- and Pen-Based Interaction for Visualization

Paper sketching is often used in visualization design [16, 32, 45], as it affords a flexibility that is especially necessary for creative visualization, where it is often necessary to iterate through multiple variations
while more recent tools like DataToon \[35\] and DataInk \[75\] allowed varying data. TimeSplines continues this line of research with the visualization designers \[57, 73\]. However, in interviews with designers, Bigelow et al. \[8\] found that “inferences about data behavior were often inaccurate” while sketching, which can be a costly problem if adding data reveals the need for a major design overhaul late in the process. Tools that interleave the ingestion of data with sketching could therefore save time by revealing these issues early.

**Sketch-based input for visualization design.** Flexible sketch-based input via a pen or stylus interface can serve to avoid prescriptive workflows \[8, 20\] and enable multiple stages of development within the same tool. Earlier works like NapkinVis \[21\], SketchStory \[37\], and SketchInsight \[38\] explored sketch-based gestures to trigger chart generation, while more recent tools like DataToon \[35\] and DataInk \[75\] allowed for the sketching of bespoke visual encodings. Sketch-based visualization tools have also targeted specific application domains, such as Knotation \[24\], a tool for sketching and manipulating spatiotemporal relationships in dance choreography, and Visualization-by-Sketching \[56\], a system for sketching and annotating animated illustrations of time-varying data. TimeSplines continues this line of research with the sketching of free-form temporal axes.

**Sketching to annotate.** Prior work has also incorporated sketching to annotate charts and visually differentiate between structured data and personal knowledge externalization \[36, 52\]. TimeSplines also supports sketch-based annotation, along with the option to bind these annotations to the shape of a temporal axis via transmogrification \[15\].

**Pen-based direct manipulation for visualization.** Beyond sketching to add elements and annotations directly, prior work has also explored the use of pen-based interaction to ensure manipulations are as direct as possible. Examples include DataQuilt \[76\], in which a pen is used to select and copy visual elements from existing image media, TaleBrush \[23\], where users can sketch a narrative curve to generate text for a corresponding story plot, and SketchSliders \[66\], which leverages personalized sketch-based interaction on a tablet to manipulate visualization on a wall display. While TimeSplines does not incorporate specific pen-based gestures, we do allow the pen to be used beyond sketching and annotation (Fig. 3).

### 2.3 Lazy Data Binding

Interactive visualization construction tools struggle to accommodate design experimentation \[54\], which includes the ability to flexibly alternate between data binding and annotation \[9\], or between macro-level layout choices and micro-level data mark specifications \[49\]. In the context of scientific visualization, the *ink-data settling* approach \[55\] addresses this struggle by letting the artists freely draw illustrative marks, while the system automatically infers associations between these marks and the data. A different approach is *lazy data binding*, first-stratified in Liu et al.’s Data Illustrator \[40\], in which marks are drawn before being parameterized, split, or duplicated via data binding. Like other recent projects incorporating this technique (e.g., \[65, 75\]), we too incorporate lazy data binding in the mapping of events to a previously sketched temporal axis.

### 3 Design Considerations

We now outline design considerations for tools that support the authoring of idiosyncratic temporal visualizations. These considerations are based on our analysis of prior work and motivated by historical and recent examples where time is represented in creative ways (see Fig. 2).

**D1: Flexible Representation and Manipulation of Time**

First and foremost, we need to accommodate both multiple heterogeneous representations of time and non-uniform transformations to one or more temporal axes appearing within a common workspace.

**Heterogeneous representations of temporal axis shape.** In their survey of timelines, Brehmer et al. \[13\] categorized instances that did not incorporate a familiar shape as having an arbitrary curve representation of time. However, these curves are hardly arbitrary to the author, often reflecting a personally meaningful and idiosyncratic perception on time. These curves can accommodate rich textual and illustrative annotation, as seen in Fig. 2c. Further, these multiple representations of time should not only be able to appear in juxtaposition, such as in Fig. 2b, but potentially also in sequence, such as in Fig. 2a, where straight lines are connected by curves. It is not only necessary to support custom curves, but also the ability to split and merge them.

**Non-uniform manipulations of temporal scale.** Two equal duration intervals on a temporal axis do not necessarily require the same visual salience, particularly if one interval is of greater importance to the author and their audience. In other words, there is no strict need for a linearly-scaled correspondence between the duration of time and distance along an axis. Distortions of temporal scale may also be non-uniform, alternately expanded or compressed to emphasize important intervals and de-emphasize unimportant ones. Visual temporal distortion is analogous to similar narrative devices in film \[34\], which include ellipses that skip unimportant intervals between important scenes, montage and time-lapse sequences to show gradual developments quickly, and slow motion sequences to show rapid events slowly. We should allow for these manipulations of chronology to be applied locally to a single temporal axis, without affecting other axes.

**D2: Heterogeneous and Accumulative Temporal Data**

Reconciling differences in data type and fidelity. Multiple types of data can be drawn in reference to a temporal axis \[3\]. Both instances and intervals of time can be associated with one or more event categories, rich text descriptions, or numerical values. In some cases (such as Fig. 2e), all three types are employed to convey a sequential narrative. However, combining multiple types of data along a common temporal axis can be hindered by the lack of a common temporal referent. Some data may be associated with a precise point in time, whereas other data may be associated with a coarser interval or an ordinal sequence having no fixed temporal coordinate. We therefore recognize the need to reconcile these differences and assign imprecise chronological or ordinal data to positions on a temporal axis.

**Incremental data curation.** Creative visualization workflows rarely involve a prescribed sequence of iteration and ideation \[54\]. Initial design ideas could be sketched before any or all of the data is gathered \[8\], and visualization process often informs which data is included \[39, 61\]. For example, an author may begin their process with a table of timestamped...
events, only later realizing the need to append a numerical value to each item. There may also be a need to append individual and unstructured data points to a design, or an entirely new table of structured temporal data to the workspace. Late-stage data curation can affect the design in unpredictable and undesirable ways, such as by inducing visual clutter, requiring a redesign of the layout. We must minimize the complexity of any redesign and avoid disrupting the placement of existing elements.

**D3: Multimodal Annotation**

Annotation is essential to data-driven storytelling [48], adding critical orientation and context for viewers, especially when showing time-oriented data [17,30]. Annotation is particularly important if the choice of representation is unconventional (D1) or if the data is personal in origin [43, 63], as it helps to establish a shared context between author and viewer. Irrespective of whether these annotations are ever shared with viewers, the ability to annotate also allows authors to externalize their interpretations of visual patterns [36] and develop hunches based on a personal connection to the data [39].

Depending on their salience and placement relative to data-bound elements (i.e., marks and axes), text, illustration, and image-based annotation can emphasize features and contextualize the data. Illustrative or figurative elements and frames [18] can complement abstract marks bound to structured data by providing metaphorical or semiotic cues, and reinforce the message of figuratively shaped temporal axes (D1). This latter form of annotation is seldom employed just for ornamental or aesthetic appeal; it can also communicate an intended effect, one that establishes emotional and thematic impressions at a glance.

Annotations can be explicitly linked to data elements or placed freely on the canvas to provide a broader contextualization. It is critical that linked annotations be responsive to changes that affect the position of data elements, such as modifying axes shapes or temporal scales.

**4 TimeSplines**

In this section, we describe TimeSplines, a browser-based authoring tool that embodies the design considerations introduced above. The core of TimeSplines is a canvas that can accommodate any number of temporal axes, each with an independent shape and scale. We refer to this canvas as the temporal substrate, which corresponds to a structural substrate in Beaudouin-Lafon’s conceptual model [6]. The interface is depicted in Fig. 1.a: it encompasses the substrate (a1), and a container of tables corresponding to temporal data bound to the substrate via lazy data binding (a3). We outline the functionality of TimeSplines with a usage scenario (Fig. 3):

Eve wants to create a timeline depicting her activities on Mondays during the month of January to reflect on her work habits and to share with her friends. She has her activities, work hours, and productivity data recorded in separate spreadsheets.

**4.1 Sketching a Timeline (Fig. 3.1 — 3.2)**

*Eve has a rough idea of what she wants her creation to look like: a loop-shaped timeline which emphasizes the Mondays, compressing other days of the week since they are not the focus. Eve draws an initial axis: a loop-shaped stroke using the timeline drawing tool (Fig. 3.1).*

**Free-form drawing of a temporal axis.** Temporal axes can be sketched on the substrate via free-form pen or mouse input, akin to drawing in vector graphics tools (D1). TimeSplines interprets this stroke as an oriented temporal axis with an independent temporal scale determined by the direction of drawing, spanning from relative time \( t = 0 \) from the start of stroke to \( t = 1 \) at the end of the stroke.

Eve copies and pastes her data from a spreadsheet into TimeSplines’s datasheet drawer. This data is timestamped textual description of when she started and ended work each day in January.

**Loading data.** Data can be pasted directly to sheets in the drawer (Fig. 1.a.3) or uploaded from a CSV. The drawer can contain any number of tables with any number of columns (D2). Each row is optionally associated with a single point in time, specified by a timestamp in the first column. No single format for the timestamp is required; it can accommodate sequential numerical values as well as dates and date-time values, which are all coerced to a millisecond timestamp. If the first column is left blank or has a value that cannot be parsed, data bound to an axis is placed at the start of the axis and can be positioned manually. The data in the rest of the table is treated as numeric data if it can be parsed as a number and is otherwise treated as text data.

To populate her axis with these events, Eve selects events from January, clicks the binding tool, and selects her axis (Fig. 3.2.)

**Binding data to a temporal axis.** Time-oriented data can be bound to axes in increments by selecting subsets of data and the desired axis (D2). TimeSplines automatically maps the earliest bound time value to the start of the axis and the latest time to the end. The positions of intermediate events are interpolated along the length of the axis. Textual values are rendered as labels with an offset from the interpolation point. Numeric values are represented as circle marks positioned perpendicularly to the interpolation point, with an offset determined by a numeric axis, as described in Section 4.3.

**4.2 Manipulating the Scale of Time (Fig. 3.3)**

Next, Eve expands Mondays and compresses the other days of the week. To compress time between the first and second Monday of the month, she places two pins: one at the end of the first Monday, one at the start of the second Monday, then she drags these two pins close to one another (Fig. 3.3). She repeats for each consecutive Monday.

**Using pins to compress and expand scale intervals.** The time interval of an axis can be manipulated through the metaphor of pinning time: placing a pin on the axis binds it to the corresponding timestamp, and moving the pin along through direct manipulation compresses time on one side and expands it on the other (D1). TimeSplines provides visual feedback for expansion and compression with variable dashing along the axis, with longer dashes in expanded intervals and shorter in compressed ones. We also considered variable tick marks, as recommended [47], but we found these ticks visually compete with the visual marks corresponding to temporal events, so we opted for a more subtle dashing. We restrict pin placement to maintain a unidirectional mapping of time. Pins cannot be moved to form reversals in the direction of time, as this would result in ambiguity with respect to where timestamped data should be bound. Whenever a pin is dragged beyond the placement of another pin, the second pin is removed, and any events on the axis are redistributed accordingly.

**4.3 Iterate on Data and Representation (Fig. 3.3 — 3.13)**

With an initial axis in place, Eve can now manipulate it and add data. Using the same flow as before, Eve imports and binds a second table which contains work activity event data and productivity values (Fig. 3.4). Eve re-positions the text labels via dragging such that they radiate from the loop (Fig. 3.5).

**Merging data and two-way binding.** Data can be added in increments (D2) via *lazy data binding* [40]. When more rows of data are added to an axis, the temporal domain of the corresponding events are evaluated in relation to the axis’s current domain. If events with numerical timestamps are bound to a line with a relative time scale, the line shifts from a relative to a chronological scale using the updated temporal domain. If the axis is already chronological, its domain will expand automatically whenever a new event with a timestamp outside of the current domain is added to the axis.

TimeSplines allows for a \( N : M \) correspondence between tables and axes on the substrate. Events from a single table can be bound to multiple axes. For example, in Fig. 1.a, the first 17 rows can be bound to one axis while subsequent rows could be bound to another. Conversely, a selection of events from one table are bound in Fig. 3.2, while a selection of events from a second table’s first and second columns are bound in Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.4, respectively.

Event text labels can be directly manipulated in several ways. When added, labels are initially positioned such that they do not overlap, however they can be freely moved via dragging. These labels remain bound to the tables, so updating the text in the table will update the text on the substrate and vice versa. We allow for additional text labels to be individually created directly on the substrate, either bound to an axis or
Fig. 3: Using the (1) pen tool to draw an initial axis, (2) a binding tool to add a small set of initial data, (3) a pin tool to expand and compress time, (4) the binding tool again to add additional text data, (5) a selection tool to rearrange text data, (6) a straightening tool to modify the line shape, (7) an eraser to remove time compression, (8) a lens tool to reveal a linear projection of the axis, (9) an annotation pen to add figurative illustrations within the lens, (10) the pin tool again to re-compress the time, (11) the binding tool once again to add categorical numeric data, (12) an encoding palette to select a representation for numeric data, (13) axis controls to specify the positional mapping of numeric data points, (14) a color bucket tool to style the visualization, (15) a text palette to add styled contextual labels, (16) and the pin, eraser, and timeline drawing tools to redraw the tails.

placed freely (Fig. 3.15). These newly created labels are automatically added to a table as new rows. When a label is bound to an axis that has a chronological scale, the timestamp in the table is assigned to the time corresponding to the label’s position on the axis. However, if the label is placed freely or on an axis without a chronological scale, the timestamp is left empty.

After organising her data, Eve determines that the smooth curves joining Mondays are too subtle. She takes the line deformation tool and straightens the sections between the start and end of subsequent Mondays (Fig. 3.6). The new shape reminds Eve of a snowflake, which inspires her to adopt a winter theme.

Responding to the need for further development, Eve wants to add a snowstorm feel to the Mondays. She uses the eraser to remove some pins, restoring a linear time scale, then selects an interval to reveal in the lens view (Fig. 3.8). Here she draws a snowstorm illustration (Fig. 3.9), and then re-compresses time on the axis with new pins (Fig. 3.10).

Responsive annotation. Annotations bound to an axis will stretch and compress according to the axis’ scale (D3). However, drawing an annotation for a specific interval can be particularly challenging when the axis is curvy or self-intersecting (e.g., where the loop crosses in Fig. 3). To this end, TimeSplines offers a lens view which displays a linear projection of the axis (Fig. 1.a4). In annotating here, there is less ambiguity as to where the annotation will bind, and there is no need to mentally rotate an envisioned annotation while drawing. Annotations
are transmogrified [15] to the shape of the axis. Eve now wants to see how her productivity varies across Mondays in January. In the same way as she added the last two datasets, she adds her numeric productivity data (Fig. 3.11). Eve chooses a streamgraph encoding for this data (Fig. 3.12), and positions it to be centered on her axis (Fig. 3.13). The timeline now provides a visual overview of her productivity rhythm, and exhibits a cool crystalline aesthetic. She extends her wintry theme by coloring the streamgraph to pair well with her snowstorm illustration.

**Adding numeric data.** Numeric data is mapped according to two axes: the temporal axis and a numerical axis. Numerical axes extend either vertically or orthogonally from the temporal axis (D2) and their scale and position can be adjusted by dragging the endpoints. TimeSplines provides four encoding choices for numeric data: scatterplot points, a connected scatterplot [29], an area chart, or a streamgraph. When choosing an area chart or streamgraph encoding, the numeric scale domain is automatically set to start from zero. Alternatively, for other encodings, the numeric scale domain is determined by the range of values in the corresponding data column. To preserve authors’ creative freedom, we place no restriction on the extent to which numerical axes can span across temporal axes. This approach may lead to overlapping, which authors can choose to mitigate or ignore.

### 4.4 Adding Context and Style

Eve completes her winter theme and adds contextual annotation to the substrate. She changes the background and text colors to suit her theme (Fig. 3.14). She then uses the text annotation tool to add and size a title, as well as annotations to explain the numeric productivity data (D3) (Fig. 3.15), along with thin lines to the label referents.

**Styling the visualization.** Text on the substrate can appear in various fonts and be recolored or resized. Similarly, the annotation tool offers controls for brush size, color, and opacity (D3). TimeSplines also offers the ability to animate the substrate with external images, which can in turn be resized and optionally bound to a point on an axis.

### 4.5 Extending, Merging, and Splitting Axes

Finally, Eve decides that she is dissatisfied with the tails of her axis. She would prefer a more figurative shape that evokes a sense of continuity, but she doesn’t want to lose her snowstorm annotation. She uses a pin to compress the snowstorm illustration into the start of the tail. She then removes the axis tails with the eraser and redraws them with the pen tool. She then moves the snowstorm illustration back into the tails, positioning it to have the appearance of trailing off gradually (Fig. 3.16). Still dissatisfied with the size and position of one of her tails, she decides to cut the tail with the scissors tool. Eve then rotates and resizes the cut section and then reconnects it with the main axis. She now considers her work to be complete.

TimeSplines provides affordances to easy transition between a single axis and multiple axes (D1).

When using the drawing tool, a • anchor appears at the start of an axis and the • anchor at its end. The axis can be extended from either anchor, maintaining the direction of time.

When multiple axes appear on the substrate, each axis has an independent temporal scale determined by the direction that each was drawn in. When extending an axis from a start anchor •, the system will hide all other start anchors and only show end anchors •. If the new stroke terminates at an end anchor, the two axes will merge. Conversely, if extending from an end anchor •, only start anchors • will be available, ensuring that lines can only be joined unidirectionally. We also disallow the creation of closed-loop (e.g., • A → • B → • A), diverging (•←•↔•→• ↔ or •←• ↔•→• ↔), or branching axes, as each would result in scale mappings that are ambiguous or difficult to interpret.

Extending or joining axes will redistribute the temporal scale. TimeSplines merges data in such a way as to change the mapping as little as possible. Any data corresponding to overlapping time intervals will be redistributed as a result of the merge. If the domains of the two axes overlap totally, or if one domain is a subset the other’s, TimeSplines adds pins greedily, dropping those that are incompatible with the merged domain.

Finally, axes can also be split with the scissors tool or the eraser. When separated, data remains in the same position relative to prominent line features, albeit now split across two axes.

### 4.6 Implementation

We implemented TimeSplines in JavaScript, and render the contents of the temporal substrate to SVG using d3.js [11]. The application runs locally within a web browser. We provide a link to try TimeSplines along with its source code in the supplementary material.

## 5 Evaluation

In line with previous evaluation strategies for visualization authoring systems [50] and storytelling tools [4], our evaluation incorporates a reproduction study (§5.1), a free-form study (§5.2), and a gallery (§5.3). These three methods also reflect Resnick et al.’s “Low Threshold, High Ceiling, and Wide Walls” criteria [51], which respectively refer to: (1) users can quickly understand how to use the tool’s features; (2) the tool is powerful enough to create sophisticated, complete solutions; and (3) the tool can support a wide range of explorations. This study was approved by Inria’s ethics review board (COERLE n° 2022-60).

### 5.1 Reproduction Study

Our first study investigated TimeSplines’ learnability and usability.

#### 5.1.1 Method

**Participants.** We recruited 12 participants (6 women, 6 men) via university mailing lists and community message boards. Nine of the participants were students studying topics ranging from politics and medicine to cinema and economics, two were post-docs, and one was a project manager.

**Apparatus and context.** Participants were provided with a (1920 × 1080) Wacom Cintiq 16 pen display connected to a Dell laptop running Windows 11 with a copy of TimeSplines running on Google Chrome. The slides with the tasks were open on the computer screen next to the tablet. Each study took place in a quiet meeting room, with the first author was present throughout.

**Procedure.** The entire study took around an hour for each participant. After explaining the study and having participants fill out the survey (15 min), we asked participants to reproduce a variation of a person’s timeline relating to long-distance running (Fig. 4-left). We provided them with the slide deck containing tasks interspersed with tutorial videos, a representative yet fictional dataset, and Mark Twain’s cartoon mnemonic [69] as inspiration: a zigzag line representing periods in English history (see Fig. 2c). Participants were instructed to read through slide deck and complete the tasks. We did not require an exact reproduction, as this allowed for flexibility in terms of the shape of axes as well as the placement and style of annotations. They were not instructed to meet speed or precision goals, though they were asked to try and complete all the tasks in the given time (30–40 minutes).

We encouraged participants to think aloud as they interacted with the interface. We reminded them of the goal of the activity and of particular functionality when it was evident that they were frustrated or stuck, without giving too much of the solution away. After completing the reproduction activity, we conducted a brief semi-structured interview to better understand the participant’s experience and asked them whether they could envision using TimeSplines with their own data (10 min).

**Data collection and analysis.** We collected and transcribed audio and screen recordings for each session. We conducted a thematic analysis of the transcripts, along with notes taken by the researcher during each session, and the survey results. Of particular interest were episodes in which participants struggled, patterns of interaction common across participants, and responses to the interview questions.
5.1.2 Results

All of the participants successfully completed the reproduction activity within 15 to 45 minutes ($M = 30$ min). Fig. 4 shows three participants’ reproductions to the right of the example timeline.

**Sketching temporal axes.** Participants appreciated the flexibility that free-form axis drawing afforded them (D1), with 8/12 mentioning flexibility as a strength of the system. P11 described the shape of a timeline as having traits: “ [...] like these zigzags, for example, they’re very responsive to change.” P7 contrasted this flexibility to the rigidity of existing tools: “[TimeSplines] is really nice because it does fluid lines; in lots of these software, the only way you can connect things is only in a linear manner.” Conceptually, participants also appreciated a “novel way of showing time” (P12) and realized the creative opportunity that TimeSplines presented: “these lines that you can free-hand [...] it just opens up a lot of different dimensions when it comes to data processing” (P4).

**Binding data.** Five participants explicitly commented on the process of data binding being simple, or quick to perform (D2). However, just as many participants found the process of selecting and binding data confusing, with P10 and P11 being unsuccessful in adding the requested numeric data to their axis due to an incorrect data selection.

**Manipulating time scales.** Most (10/12) participants understood the concept of a non-uniform time scale and the role of pins to compress and expand the time scale along the axis (D1), and that manipulating pins resulted in the automatic redistribution of event data; the remaining two participants eventually were able to comprehend this aspect of TimeSplines after revisiting the tutorial material. P5 described how “pins are indispensible,” explaining that “if nothing interesting happens in a period of time, I can squeeze [the timeline]”. Both P9 and P10 appreciated how automatic event redistribution following pin placement spared them of tedious manual effort. On the other hand, three participants were skeptical or cautious about manipulating time scales, with P3 describing a general expectation of linear scales.

**Annotation.** We encouraged participants to be creative in terms of annotation (D3) and visualization aesthetics, and this was reflected in the results. We observed substantial usage of free-hand sketching to provide additional context (e.g., P4’s result in Fig. 4). In general, participants were enthusiastic about being able to apply colors to timelines, elements, annotations, and the background. A notable example is P5’s metaphorical color choices: a fiery palette reflecting difficulty, as P4’s result in Fig. 4 explained in a free-hand legend.

**Reflecting on utility.** Participants envisioned various potential use cases for TimeSplines beyond general use of the system: communication and reflection, including mind mapping, agenda keeping, and activity tracking, as well as applications in pedagogical (P3) and artistic practice (P9). Unsurprisingly, participants also doubted the scalability of TimeSplines to large event datasets (P9), as well as its applicability to certain types of data, such as financial (P11) or scientific data (P9).

5.2 Free-Form Study

In our second study, we assessed the utility of TimeSplines for personal data communication and reflection tasks, in which we allowed participants to select data reflecting a personal interest.

5.2.1 Method

**Participants.** We solicited participation across our personal and professional networks for those with interests, vocations, or hobbies that were reflected or captured in time-oriented data, along with an interest to communicate or reflect on this type of data. We recruited four participants (3 women, 1 man), who we will refer to as P13 - P16 (P13 participated in the reproduction study as P1). We compensated these participants at a rate of 15€/hour, including time spent using TimeSplines and time for interviews.

**Apparatus.** The participants used their own equipment and input peripherals at their own home or workplace. P13, P14, and P16 used a computer with a mouse, while P15 used a laptop with a trackpad. P13 and P16 also performed some of the activity using a tablet, and P16 used an Apple Pencil on an iPad. They were free to use any additional software to complement the functionality of TimeSplines, such as spreadsheet applications.

**Procedure.** The study was designed to last 2–4 hours. We first conducted a 30-minute interview to introduce TimeSplines, to review the tutorial videos produced for the earlier study, to learn about the participants data of interest, and to ascertain any goals the participant wanted to achieve by visualizing their data. In three of the four cases, participants used their own time-oriented data. P15 did not use their own data, we instead offered several compatible datasets and identified one that piqued their interest.

After the initial interview, we asked participants to dedicate between one and three hours over the course of two weeks to visualize and annotate their data using TimeSplines. We remained in contact during this period, responding to troubleshooting questions as they arose.

We then conducted a second semi-structured 30-minute interview where we discussed the participant’s experience, focusing on their design goals and how the tool supported or impeded them, as well as any breakdowns they encountered or workarounds they discovered that resulted in a change of creative direction.

**Data collection and analysis.** We instrumented TimeSplines with multimodal telemetry logging, and requested participants to upload this logging when they had finished their visualization. From only these logs we could review participants’ interaction sequences next to a time lapse of their creation process, which we did prior to the second interview, so as to ground questions in observed behavior and interactions. We recorded and transcribed the interviews, which the first author thematically analyzed.

5.2.2 Results

**Fig. 5** shows the final outcomes of participants’ use of TimeSplines, reflecting three hours of activity in the cases of P13, P14, and P16, and 90 minutes of activity in the case of P15.

**P13 - Timeline of a cycling trip.** Combining timestamped elevation and location data from a past cycling trip, P13 initially drew a straight line axis just to see “how the elevation looked like, [...] it helped me remember as well, because this was a long time ago.” They later incorporated a map metaphor, where the temporal axis approximately followed the path of the ride. We noted the use of loops in the axis; P13 explained that these corresponded with breaks in the bike trip, or time spent “around the same place,” and that expressing these as loops...
“worked out well visually.” However, parts of the timeline were becoming unreadable, and P13 reflected that “it’s not possible to have both of very interesting curves and the data being super readable everywhere.” They therefore decided to break the timeline into two pieces, “it gave me two places where I could control the alignment so that “places of the elevation […] I wanted to emphasize most, I could choose the axes so that it does that.” Finally, the participant annotated their timeline with photos and free-hand sketching, such as dark strokes to emphasize switchbacks up the mountain, or figurative sweat drops to indicate physical effort. Reflecting on the process, P13 found “the task captured my whole attention because it was a way for me to reminisce about the day when I captured that data, and it was really satisfying to transform those numbers into something that looked personal and told my story.”

P14 - Dance classes. Beginning with over 20,000 timestamped accelerometer events recorded over the course of a year of dance classes, P14 whittled this down to 300 events via sampling. They initially experimented a timeline in the shape of “literal As and Bs for fun” (Fig. 5.P14) but later switched to the shape of a lemniscate, a metaphor for the quality of the movement that the “dance teacher asks us to imagine a lot when we’re doing certain exercises.” The participant explained that visualizing their data in TimeSplines “was the perfect way of doing this, and quite simple […] because now I’m plugging in my data in 3D modeling, […] which is much more tedious.” P14 wanted to view how the data changed over sections of the dance by plotting As and Bs on separate lemniscates, then stacking them in the 3D visualization. They struggled, however, in separating the different AB sections in the data, and eventually used the lens tool “to find the right spot between the changes of those sequences”, because the straight line is “how I’m used to seeing my data.” Once P14 found the correct break, they attempted to add only that data to their line, but ran out of time before being able to complete the visualization. Overall P14 found that “it’s been actually quite helpful to be able to, like, lay it out next to the Rhino stuff,” because they could try things out here that were difficult in the other tool, “for example spreading the As and Bs on the right spots around the two circles, that’s something I haven’t figured out in Rhino, so that’s super simple here with the pins.”

P15 - The plot of Forrest Gump. P15 used a dataset we had prepared on the plot of the 1994 film Forrest Gump, which depicts the titular character’s life story against a backdrop of real historical events spanning the latter half of the 20th century. P15 is an experienced designer with a workflow that was particularly amenable to working with TimeSplines: “When it comes to visualizing things, sketching things, or even preparing presentations, I start by experimenting. I don’t have something fixed in my mind.” They started with a simple wavy line to which they attached and reviewed the data, then envisioned and implemented the metaphor of a curve “life path”: “the story of Forrest Gump is a bit hilly and intense […] and there is something nice of the end of his story […] you have a goal, this bright bit at the end” (Fig. 5.P15). In this iteration process, P15 appreciated the ease with which data can be bound and manipulated on an axis: “it’s like boom, it’s there, then you can do whatever you like with it, so that’s nice.” During P15’s first attempt to add the data to the life path they found the process frustrating to move so many events with a laptop mousepad. They also observed that the large number of events made it difficult to interpret the graph, “some things in the timeline I thought maybe they were unnecessary if you wanted to very quickly look at visualization this story.” This prompted an iteration where they manually removed data points in Excel and copied a smaller data table back into TimeSplines, and tried again. P15 observed that TimeSplines changed their conventional workflow: “what this tool does well, and InDesign doesn’t do, is that it gives you a structure with this tool, the data comes to the front […] you get to engage with the [table] in parallel to engaging with the aesthetics.” Beyond an appreciation for this parallel workflow, P15 also urged us to consider more expressive axis formatting, or rather to avoid differentiating between axis and annotation ink strokes, suggesting that any spline drawn on the substrate could become an axis, even if it was initially drawn as annotation. In other words, authors could encode data using initially symbolic elements at any stage of the workflow.

5.3 Gallery

Finally, to evaluate the expressive potential of TimeSplines, we used it for creative visualization projects with data of our own choosing and without time constraints. We generated nine visualizations demonstrating a range of temporal representations and data types in an interactive gallery, which we provide as supplementary material. The gallery demonstrates the use of segmented, parallel (Fig. 1a), branching (Fig. 1b), and inset timelines (Fig. 1d), as well as examples featuring multiple time scales (Fig. 1d). It further demonstrates the use of illustrative images (Fig. 1e), illustrative (Fig. 1a, d) or temporal annotations (Fig. 3.8-10), data images (Fig. 1a), and multiple datasets, as many as six tables, with event, numeric, and categorical data (Fig. 1b). We found that the size and complexity of timelines were partly constrained by the time required to manually position data items such as text. To overcome this issue, future work should incorporate automated layout functionality, as well as bulk formatting features that propagate stylistic changes across different levels of scope.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper examines the potential of idiosyncratic timelines to enable visualizing data with personal conceptions of time. We discuss the balance to be struck between expressivity in temporal axes and data readability, and the blurry line between annotation and data.
Multiple uses for expressive and manipulable axes. Beyond the ability to reflect personal and idiosyncratic experiences of time [28,64], we identified several additional reasons for using flexible and manipulable temporal axes. P14 and P15 both incorporated metaphorical figurative elements into the shape of their axes, thereby creating what Byrne et al. [18] refer to as figurative frames for data, providing a semantic association with the underlying data at a glance. We also saw how P13 integrated time and space into the shape of their axis, recalling the aesthetic of hand-drawn route maps [2] and adding using loops to signify idling in place. From our gallery, we demonstrate a pragmatic manipulation of axis shape and scale as a means to accommodate text and image annotations (Fig. 1.a, c), and compressing unimportant or empty intervals of time (Fig. 1.b). Finally, Fig. 1.a illustrates how multiple temporal axes can be drawn such that they intersect, intertwine, run parallel, or diverge from one another, effectively producing a multi-narrative storyline representation [60], albeit without structured data that explicitly reflects the relationships between the narratives.

Expressive axes, non-uniform scales, and readability. As remarked upon by P13, it can be perceptually difficult to evaluate precise values offset from an expressively-shaped axis. Similarly, it can be difficult to determine the precise duration of intervals on an axis with intervals compressed and expanded by the placement of pins. Authors often have to compromise to have expressive axes, such as, for example, by losing some readability in favour of communicating the overall gestalt of event distribution more compactly than is possible on a rectilinear axis as demonstrated in Fig. 1.a. Here, the last two centuries are expanded because of the larger number of events compared to the preceding two centuries. While the use of non-uniform scales can complicate precise comparisons of value or chronology at a macro level, the ability to perform sequential and local value comparisons at a micro level can be preserved. For instance, in Fig. 1.b, it can be difficult to make temporal comparisons along the axis, but readers can still make distribution judgments (i.e., frequency, regularity, sparsity) in local areas. In addition, affordances for viewers to perform precise value retrieval and comparison may not always be desirable. In Fig. 1.b, the author communicates a generic sense of their work patterns (light blue vs. dark blue points) without revealing the exact number of hours spent working in a given week. In instances of personal data visualization like this, we echo Perin’s call [46] “to maintain privacy, the visualization must obscure sensitive data and discourage the precise reading of individual values.”

During our free-form study, we observed that readability was important at different stages of the process. The use cases of P13, P14, and P16 involved a reflection on their personal data. While their outcomes were personally interpretable and supported their reflection and design iteration goals, we needed them to provide us explanations in order to read them. Although it may not be necessary for viewers to retrieve or compare specific values and intervals, we saw that authors performed these tasks during the design process. P13 and P15 initially drew a straight line for their axis and bound their event data without any scale manipulations to review it. As they progressed and determined their desired representation, they deleted these original structures and drew more expressive axes. P14 took a different approach, in which they used TimeSplines’ inset rectilinear lens canvas to identify key points in the data in order to place them on specific axis features. Although we introduced the lens tool as a convenient way to add annotations to a nonlinear axis, here we see it being used is to simplify data reading, an action that could take place at any stage of the authoring process.

Future work - representing compressed and expanded time clearly. In TimeSplines, directing viewer attention to intervals of compressed or expanded time relies upon the salience of pins, the variable dashing along the axis, and the placement of explanatory annotations (Fig. 3.9–10). However, since the dashing is subtle, it can easily go unnoticed, placing an additional burden on the author to explain temporal expansion and compression through additional annotations. An ongoing challenge is the automatic generation of more salient visual cues that effectively convey the compression and expansion of time. These cues need to be compatible not only with varying axis shapes but also with different degrees of compressed and expanded time. Lastly, these cues should align with the authors’ overall aesthetic direction.

6.2 Distinguishing Annotation and Data

From an author or a viewer’s perspective, there is currently no visual distinction in TimeSplines between individual text annotations added manually to an axis from categorical event data added from a table via lazy data binding. The former also generates a new event row that is appended to the first table in the datasheets drawer, effectively promoting the annotation to the status of data. Whether TimeSplines is used longitudinally for reflection on personal data or for communicating with viewers, there will likely be cases where it is helpful or necessary to distinguish between original structured data, hunches about that data [39], marginalia, and other forms of insight externalization [36].

Future work - annotation as data, annotation as uncertainty. Currently, different forms of annotation are treated inconsistently. Text, image, and illustration-based annotation can be added both to the substrate, but only text annotations are promoted as data. Another inconsistency is that only drawn annotations bound to an axis are projected along the curve of the axis. Unifying the treatment of annotation and data across the system could provide a consistent and therefore conceptually simpler interaction flow. The treatment of drawn annotation could be applied to text by setting the baseline to follow the path of the axis (e.g., [12]) or to images by adopting Brosz et al.’s transmogrifier approach for warping images along a spline [15]. The treatment of text could be applied to both images and annotations by allowing all data types to appear in the tabular representation, giving a unified interface to control temporal bindings, and elevating all visual elements to the status of data.

6.3 Risks and Limitations

The risk of flexible and manipulable axes. As with other visualizations, the use of TimeSplines by negligent or nefarious authors could deceive viewers. In particular, the use of expressive axis shapes or non-uniform time scales could obfuscate periodic event patterns, or indicate temporal patterns where there are none. Distant events could be made to appear close together, misleading viewers by indicating spurious sequential or causal relationships between these events. An author could also expand intervals that contain events that flatten either themselves or the timeline’s subject, while suppressing intervals containing events that they want overlooked. While this is impossible to entirely prevent, the future work suggested above on more salient visual cues for compressed time could provide viewers better means to assess the author’s intent with respect to (de)emphasizing intervals.

Study participation. Although their subjects of expertise varied, all of our study participants had post-secondary education experience, and many were students. Future studies should consider a broader population or collect results from a wider deployment.

7 CONCLUSION

We introduced TimeSplines, a sketch-based authoring tool for idiosyncratic timelines. TimeSplines implements our three design considerations: offering affordances for the flexible and manipulable representation of time, accommodating heterogeneous and accumulative temporal data, and providing multimodal annotation. Through two user studies and gallery, we demonstrated the expressive range of TimeSplines, summarized reactions to the concept of flexible temporal substrates, and identified two opportunities for future research: exploring ways of clearly representing compressed and expanded time, and resolving the ambiguity between data, annotation, and temporal uncertainty.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The supplementary materials, including the code of TimeSplines, tutorials, the gallery, and the study apparatus for both studies can be found at exsitu-projects.github.io/timesplines, also available as a zip file at osf.io/ry8jx.
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